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Ryerson University
Experiential Learning and Community Partnerships 

Located in downtown

Toronto, Canada

Preparing Ryerson students 

to be: 

● Career ready

● Community ready

● Citizen ready

Alex Guibord 2015



Introduction
Interior Design Pedagogy & Dementia
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Introduction
● Learning objectives 

● Experiential learning

● Analyses & Research

● Design Synthesis

● Engagement 

Project Client Groups in Toronto: 

● brainXchange

● Finding Your Way Initiative

● Alzheimer Society of Ontario

● Alzheimer Society of Toronto

Tom Arban for Gow Hastings



Community of Practice
Interdisciplinary and Interprofessional

The university community has resources 

to link theory to practice. People with 

lived experience,  policy knowledge and 

front-line experience were advisors:

● Devin Glowinski, Lecturer, Faculty of 

Community Services, Ryerson

● Felicia White, Alzheimer Society of 

Ontario (ASO)

● Tina Krliu, ASO

● Kari Quinn-Humphrey, ASO

Devin Glowinski 2018



Project Importance
Understanding of Disability

Universal accessibility needs to 

accommodate those with physical and 

cognitive disabilities.

Many disabilities are invisible

Using design approaches to reduce stigma 

and barriers for those living with dementia

Creating spaces where people can navigate 

independently and safely

Ryerson University 2020



Design Guidelines
Understanding of Client Needs

Being an interior designer or architect is 

seen as a technical profession

This project enforces the importance of 

empathy and understanding the needs of 

clients and people with lived experience

Reviewing the safest materials and colour 

palettes to use for interiors

Wylie Poon 2015



Outcomes and Goals
Reducing Stigma

Creating spaces where staff and counselling 

services are blended.

Clients coming into these offices for 

programs have shared spaces with clear 

definition:

● reading rooms / libraries

● seating/cafe areas 

● event spaces for gathering

Boundaries are carefully curated and way-

finding provides clear queues.

Ryan 2017



Program

Diagram

Defining client 

organization & goals

Ryan 2017Sarah Ryner, 2018



Program

Chart

Defining client 

organization & goals

Ryan 2017Bruno, Copp, Grais, Tetelbaun 2018



Site 

Research

Defining client 

organization & goals

Ryan 2017Frolov, Young, Mostafaei, Brathwaite-Lynch 2018
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Research

Demographics
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Design  

Research

Project Precedents

Ryan 2017
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Design

Research

Spatial Considerations

Ryan 2017Frolov, Young, Mostafaei, Brathwaite-Lynch 2018



Synthesis

- Outcomes that synthesize gathered data

- New solutions 

- A cohesive vision for a client space that welcomes users living with dementia

Ryan 2017Ryner, 2018
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Concept Statement

Find Your Way challenges the way work is 
defined by proposing a work by learning 
environment. 

This ever-evolving centre for discovery is 
essentially a hub for employees and clients 
alike.

● Multipurpose work spaces and productive 
lounge areas. 

● This mobile environment encourages working 
in unconventional ways and supports several 
educational factors that are vital not only to 
the employees but to the clients as well. 

● Rooms such as the classroom, show room and 
library perpetuate the idea of learning 
through work. 

● Find Your Way becomes an active hub for 
both groups of users to interact in a way that 

is productive and encourages growth. 



Research Summary

My design for Find Your Way challenges the idea 
of what the workplace is defined as. I began by 
stripping away the initial and traditional office 
environment and worked backwards by firstly 
understanding my concept, and then building my 
design around the idea of work by learning.

It was important for Find Your Way to behave like 
a community hub, and so it was vital for the 
design to reflect a communal environment. 



Research Matrix

First Floor Second Floor



Target Market

● Family caregivers
● People living with Alzheimer’s & Dementia
● General public
● Health-care professionals
● Volunteers
● Students studying health care/medicine



Furniture Plan

Ceiling Plan

Furniture Plan & Reflected 
Ceiling Plan - Floor 1



Furniture Plan & Reflected 
Ceiling Plan - Floor 2

Furniture Plan

Ceiling Plan



Zone Diagram



Wayfinding, Acoustics & Colours

Certain things need to be
considered when designing
for people with Alzheimer's.
Felt panels should be used to
absorb sound throughout the
space. In rooms which
produce more noise, such as
the copy rooms or class
room, acoustic ceiling tiles
should be used to prevent
noise from escaping those
rooms. Carpeting in lounge
spaces or conference spaces
should also be considered to
better absorb excess sound.

Wayfinding Acoustics Colours



Reception



Relationship of 2 floors

Call Room ReceptionPrivate Office Conference

Upstairs Lounge Traditional Office



Second Floor Office Space



Coffee Bar



Virtual Reality & Classroom

Virtual Reality Lecture ClassroomCoffee Bar



Archive 
Library



Lounge 
Area



By challenging the traditional work environment, Find Your 
Way is attempting to change the way employees approach 
their job and changing the way clients with dementia 
experience life. 

● As a community hub, clients are able to interact, grow 
and learn just as much as the employees can. 

● This type of environment fosters clients who feel 
validated and have an enhanced sense of self. 

● Find Your Way can allow people living with Alzheimer’s 
& dementia to experience a happier and more 
rewarding way of life.

Conclusion



Selin Yasar, 4th year 
student, Bachelor of 
Interior Design, 
Ryerson School of 
Interior Design



Concept

● Prelude Is the beginning of a series - this project prioritizes those who live with 

Alzheimer’s or dementia 

● Rooms face away from the loudest areas of 1 Dundas West to create a 

peaceful setting

● Soft colours and indirect lighting create a peaceful setting

● Circulation is organic and uses the existing curvature of the exterior walls

● Collaboration emphasized - gathering spaces allow for all types of working 

conditions

● Way-finding, fixtures and furnishings consider use and movement, allowing the 

viewer to experience the space as they choose

















Reception Area



Program Rooms and Lounge



Collaborative Work Space



Kitchen



Open Office Space



Breakout Space



Design for Dementia
● Promoting the impact of design

● Dementia awareness in design

● Interdisciplinary design 

considerations 

● Creating space in academia

● Experimentation & testing

● Knowledge creation

● Knowledge sharing -

Resources for learning 

● Outreach & engagement 

● Connect with Ryerson

Averil Copp, 2018



Say hi! 
We’re happy to collaborate

Kfir Gluzberg

Professor & Architect 

Kilogram Studio, Toronto 

kfir@ryerson.ca

kg@kilogramstudio.ca

www.kilogramstudio.ca

Ilanit Frolov

4th Year Design Student

Toronto

ilanit.frolov@ryerson.ca

Selin Yasar

4th Year Design Student

Toronto

selin.yasar@ryerson.ca
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